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Abstract: Forest degradation is known to be widespread in the tropics, but is currently very poorly mapped, in part because there is little quantitative data on which satellite sensor characteristics and analysis methods are best at detecting it. To improve this, we used data from the Tropical Forest Degradation Experiment (FODEX) plots in the southern Peruvian Amazon, where different numbers of trees had been removed from four 1 ha forest plots, carefully inventoried by hand and Terrestrial Laser Scanning before and after the logging to give a range of biomass change (ΔAGB) values. We conducted a comparative study of six multispectral optical satellite sensors (WorldView-3, SkySat, SPOT-7, PlanetScope, Sentinel-2 and Landsat 8) at 0.3 – 30 m spatial resolution, to find the best combination of sensor and remote sensing indicator for change detection. Spectral reflectance, the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and texture parameters were extracted after radiometric calibration and image preprocessing. The strength of the relationships between the change in these values and field-measured ΔAGB (computed in % ha⁻¹) was analysed. The results demonstrate that: (a) texture measures correlates more with ΔAGB than simple spectral parameters; (b) the strongest correlations are achieved for those sensors with spatial resolutions in the intermediate range (1.5 - 10 m), with finer or coarser resolutions producing worse results, and (c) when texture is computed using a moving square window ranging between 9 - 14 m in length. Maps predicting ΔAGB showed very promising results using a NIR-derived texture parameter for 3 m resolution PlanetScope ($R^2 = 0.97$ and RMSE = 1.80 % ha⁻¹), followed by 1.5 m SPOT-7 ($R^2 = 0.74$ and RMSE = 5.25 % ha⁻¹) and 10 m Sentinel-2 ($R^2 = 0.71$ and RMSE = 5.55 % ha⁻¹). Texture models derived from 0.3 m WorldView-3 improved with increasing window size, with highest $R^2$ of 0.62 and RMSE = 6.35 % ha⁻¹ for a window of 14 m in length. The degradation in our field plots is invisible to the 30 m resolution Landsat data. Our findings imply that, at least for lowland Peru, low-medium intensity disturbance can be detected best in optical wavelengths using a texture measure derived from 3 m PlanetScope data. That such data are being collected daily, and currently released free as monthly mosaics over tropical forests as part of the Norway’s International Climate and Forest Initiative (NICFI), is excellent news for monitoring such degradation.
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1. Introduction

Tropical forests play a complex and essential role in modulating the global climate system by removing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere through photosynthesis. They are home to a rich biodiversity and provide an essential source of livelihood and socio-cultural identity to local communities. However, pressures from extractive industries, commodity-driven agricultural expansion and fires are increasingly threatening the integrity of these forests [1,2]. As a result of factors such as deforestation, forest degradation and climate change, the ability of tropical forests to sequester atmospheric carbon might be reduced or reversed in the near future [3,4].

Contrary to deforestation, which occurs when a forest has sufficient trees removed that it no longer meets the local definition of forest [5], degradation is harder to define [6]. In general, forest degradation is considered to occur when humans cause partial deforestation, with more than 10–30% of forest cover remaining [7]. Half of tropical forest degradation is thought to be driven by selective logging, followed by fuelwood and charcoal production, fires and livestock grazing [8]. Studies aiming at quantifying the carbon emissions and extent of degradation show that it is diffuse across the tropics and affects land portions similar to, or even larger, than deforestation [9,10]. Since degradation precedes deforestation, controlling the former may prevent the development of the latter [6]. Monitoring forest degradation while protecting existing old-growth, natural forests, has longer term climate and ecological benefits than planting new trees [10–14], typically when forest lands are managed collectively [15–19] and the social drivers of deforestation are addressed [20]. It is worth noting that the monitoring effort should not imply the commodification of carbon stocks [21,22]. An abundant literature has shown that market-based mechanisms reinforce exclusionary politics, such as the centralization of forest tenure and the exclusion of certain actors, practices, knowledge and claims to resources [23–27], which in turn exacerbates forest loss [25,28]. Addressing deforestation and forest degradation requires trade-offs between economic, ecological and social dimensions [29] and the recognition of the political and power dimensions behind the interventions; an aspect that carbon finance, with its unidimensional approach to forest management, tends to overlook, to the detriment of forests and forest-dependent communities [30].

While it has been possible to map deforestation even with moderate resolution (30 – 250 m) satellite imagery [31,32], disturbances at finer scales, as those caused by selective logging or other degradation processes, remain challenging to detect [2]. High resolution optical data (e.g., WorldView-3) are cost prohibitive and are not always immediately available in all regions. On the other hand, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) systems do not perform well in dense canopies due to biomass saturation effects [33]. Airborne LiDAR has now gained widespread adoption in forestry applications because of its ability to produce 3D point clouds with centimeter accuracy [34,35]. However, LiDAR collection campaigns are very expensive and data availability is drastically limited in space and time [36].

In the last decade, the progressive release of remote sensing data that is both temporally dense and high-resolution (≤10 m) has opened new frontiers for mapping and monitoring changes in forest cover in usually remote and inaccessible areas. The use of dense time series to detect forest disturbance events is particularly important in the tropics, as rapid vegetation turnover can remove the transient signs of the disturbance events rapidly [37], and cloud cover often masks images, meaning that many attempts may be necessary before the trees are seen from space. Freely available, high-resolution optical multispectral imagery from the European Space Agency (ESA)’s Sentinel-2 mission and the monthly PlanetScope image mosaics (available across tropical forest areas only [38]) allow for unprecedented monitoring of forest loss at frequent time intervals and at minimum costs. While these satellite datasets are at a 3-4 m and 10 m resolution respectively, commercial satellite data at higher resolutions (up to 0.3 m) are available on request, and there remains a long archive of 30 m resolution Landsat imagery which,
if suitable for mapping degradation, would open up a long and consistent record of forest disturbance. However, it is unclear which of these datasets, if any, is suitable for mapping forest degradation. Hence, there is an increasing necessity of matching satellite observations against ground truth data, showing the exact magnitude and location of forest loss and thus reducing the critical uncertainties in biomass change estimates [39].

The Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) is one of the most widely used indices for estimating tree aboveground biomass (AGB). NDVI is computed from the ratio of the near-infrared (NIR) and red spectral bands. For healthy vegetation, the presence of chlorophyll pigments causes a strong absorption in the red band, while the internal leaf structure results in high reflectivity in the NIR. Therefore, healthy, dense canopy cover tends to have a high NDVI value, while degradation of ecosystem vegetation such that trunks, branches or the soil can be seen, or a decrease in the density of green vegetation, would result in lower NDVI [40,41]. Unfortunately, NDVI saturates in regions of high forest biomass, partially due to the low penetration capability of the red band [42]. As multiple layers of leaves are not entirely visible to the sensor, forests do not necessarily increase their canopy density as they become taller. In addition to this, biomass estimation methods based only on spectral information are complicated by the presence of canopy shadowing from large stands and the heterogeneity of forest stand structures [43–45]. Vegetation indices have shown low to moderate agreements with field data in temperate and boreal forests, where canopy cover is more sparse and there is less species diversity [46,47]. However, in tropical and subtropical regions, with high biomass levels and multi-storied forest canopies, and where there is a greater diversity of tree species, vegetation indices have shown less sensitivity to canopy variations, with low or insignificant results [33].

If changes in direct reflectance, or vegetation indices, are unlikely to show subtle degradation, it is possible that changes in the texture of reflection or index patterns will show after disturbance. The texture of images has shown potential for overcoming the existing problems with biomass saturation [48], both in optical and SAR images [46,49–52], and thus it would follow that the same could be true for biomass change. Formally, texture analysis is an image processing technique that measures the variability in pixel intensity among neighboring pixels within a window of fixed size [48]. It contains information on the structural and geometric properties of forest canopies [53]. However, most of the previous texture-based biomass estimation methods have used medium resolution images, such as the 30 m resolution Landsat TM data [54,55], with fewer studies employing higher resolutions datasets [46,48]. Texture metrics derived from finer spatial resolutions is expected to correlate better with field data, as the pixels will not mix several large canopies (which likely have diameters in the 10-30 m range) [50,56–59]. So far, texture-based biomass models have been developed to produce one-time maps of forest biomass [48,54]. In order to determine forest gains and losses, two such maps need to be subtracted from each other. The uncertainty on the final product is computed from the propagation of the combined uncertainties of the two static maps, which means that errors at the pixel level can be very large [60]. Considering that forest degradation is a dynamic process, one way to reduce these uncertainties might involve deriving a single regression model on the difference images. This approach requires experimental data of biomass change (ΔAGB) to derive the model, where the size and timeframe of the disturbance is precisely known.

This study makes use of field data of ΔAGB, collected in forest inventory plots where tree biomass loss has been determined through experimentally controlled logging of different intensities, and links it to the before/after logging differences in band reflectance, NDVI and texture for a variety of commercial and open optical multispectral data, at a range of resolutions (0.3 - 30 m). The overall aim of the study, therefore, is to ascertain the best combination of parameters and resolutions for detecting tropical forest degradation, evaluating the performance of both spectral and textural information. Local biomass change maps are then produced to give an indication of the prediction
quality of the best performing models for potential use in forest research and monitoring applications.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

The South Eastern Peruvian Amazon, including the Madre de Dios region, has been identified by the Peruvian government as a tropical ‘Capital of Biodiversity’\(^1\). The area is threatened by deforestation and degradation following the paving of the tri-national interoceanic highway, opening up the area for development, and prolific illegal goldmining operations [61]. Our study area is located in the North Eastern part of Madre de Dios (11.02 °S, 69.72 °W), in the territory of the Indigenous Bélgica Yine Community, which lies on the border between Peru and Brazil, on the right bank of the Acre River. The Bélgica hold property and use rights over an area of 53,394 hectares, divided between agricultural use, timber extraction and forest conservation. In 2010, the Bélgica received certification from the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) and contracted a logging company, MADERYJA, to carry out certified timber harvesting within their forest concession [62]. The study plots are located at 300 meters above sea level, in an area of planned logging operations. The dense forest canopy reaches heights of up to 40 meters and is very rich in tree species, for a total of 85 species in the surveyed area and an average stem density of about 650 trees ha\(^{-1}\). The dominant vegetation type in this area is lowland tropical rainforest, characterised by a high turnover and tree mortality rates of 2.2% year\(^{-1}\) [63]. The climate is warm, humid and seasonal. The dry season occurs from May to October and the rainy season from November to April. Data from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM 3B43) shows that the area receives a large amount of rain, with an average of 2915 mm year\(^{-1}\) for the decade 2009-2019 [64].

2.2. Field Data

Forest inventory data from four 1-ha plots was collected during May 2019, and again in October 2020, to measure biomass change resulting from selective logging in July 2019. To enhance the accuracy of the biomass estimates, we used Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS), providing digital three-dimensional models of every tree in the plot. We also collected UAV laser scanning (LiDAR) and multispectral optical data (< 10 cm spatial resolution) by flying two fixed-wing drones over the plots, part of the forest concession and the village area. Unfortunately, international travel bans following the spread of Covid-19 have not yet permitted the collection of post-logging TLS data, and delayed the second part of the UAV LiDAR measurements to September 2021 (data not available at the time of publication).

The 1-ha Permanent Sample Plots were established in the forest concession, along the road that connects Bélgica to Iñapari, following a West-East direction. The plots were located over flat ground, at a distance of maximum 300 m from the road, to facilitate the TLS operations and ensure accessibility from the UAV. The plots were designed to include loggable tree species that were of interest to the community, especially for their use in building projects, and which were selected by community members during plot reconnaissance. Two of the plots were square, 100m x 100m, and two were rectangular plots of 145 m x 70 m, with orientations spanning 0-40° North. The locations of the plot corners were measured by a differential GPS and corrected using the coordinates of the integrated GNSS receiver of the TLS. We followed standard forest inventory protocols [65] to collect information on Diameter at Breast Height (DBH), species, X and Y coordinates, damage and mortality classes for each stem in the plot with DBH > 10 cm. Each tree was visually assessed for damage and then categorised according to the percentage of its remaining biomass (25, 50, 75 or 90%) as compared to an intact

\(^{1}\) Law No. 26311 “Declaran Capital de la Biodiversidad del Perú al Departamento de Madre de Dios”.
stem. Wood density was derived from species information using a global wood density database [66]. After the pre-logging measurements, Béllica extracted a total of 24 trees, in different proportions in each plot, to simulate a range of degradation events. For the post-logging forest inventory, the direction of tree felling and the collateral damage caused by the logging operations was also noted.

To convert forest inventory metrics into AGB we used the pantropical allometric model from [67], using field-derived DBH (D) and wood density (ρ), and a regional environmental stress factor (E) with an average value of 0.068 across the four plots. The equation is in the following form:

\[
AGB = \exp[-1.803 - 0.976(E - \ln(\rho)) + 2.673 \ln(D) - 0.0299 \times [\ln(D)]^2]
\]  

Unfortunately, individual-tree biomass estimates from allometric equations are found to have large uncertainties associated with their values, with an error of about 50% of the mean [67]. This error is even greater for large trees (DBH > 70 cm) [68], because of a bias towards small trees in allometric samples and the greater variations in growth forms and biomass for large stems [69]. On the other hand, it was found that AGB estimates from TLS measurements provide a better agreement with the reference data from destructive harvest experiments, with a mean tree-scale relative error of 3% [70]. Considering that the logged trees in this study have an average DBH of 79 cm, and the
number of extracted trees varies between 2 and 9 in each plot, we used TLS-derived AGB for the logged stems, yielding likely a more accurate measurement of biomass change.

TLS data were collected using a Riegl VZ-400 scanner, following the protocols outlined in [71]. Each plot was subdivided in squares of 10 x 10 m and two scans were obtained at every grid intersection point. The point clouds of the logged trees were extracted using the treeseg package [72]. From the quantitative structural models (QSMs) [73,74], the AGB of each logged tree was derived by multiplying the model volume by wood density. Total AGB loss in each plot was then obtained by summing the TLS-derived AGB of the logged trees plus the change in AGB of the remaining trees as measured from the field surveys (Table S1, Figure 2). Unfortunately, processed TLS data volumes were not available for non-logged trees in the plots, so no comparison between allometric and TLS biomass values could be made for these trees. We expect that the much larger number of non-logged than logged trees in each plot, and their smaller average size, means that this difference is not important. On the other hand, if we use allometric equations for the logged trees, then the biomass removed per plot is overestimated by an amount ranging between 13% to 29%, as compared to the biomass change values derived from the TLS data (Table S2).

![Figure 2. AGB loss in Mg ha\(^{-1}\) for the four 1-ha selectively logged plots. Forest loss amounts between 5% and 30% of initial biomass.](image)

### 2.3. Satellite Data Acquisition and Pre-Processing

Commercial and open remote sensing data were collected over the field site before and after the logging event (Table 1). As part of the FODEX experiment, we tasked and collected Very High Resolution (VHR) and high resolution commercial satellite imagery from WorldView-3, Planet Skysat and SPOT-7. High and medium resolution data from PlanetScope, Sentinel-2 and Landsat 8 was also downloaded for the same period of time. To minimise seasonal effects, we aimed at collecting images that were captured in the same month of the year, and preferably at the same time of the field survey; however, the presence of cloud cover was a limiting factor, especially in the case of commercial acquisitions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Acquisition</th>
<th>Resolution [m]</th>
<th>Revisit Time</th>
<th>Pre-Logging Date</th>
<th>Post-Logging Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WorldView-3 *</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>4-5 days</td>
<td>10/07/2019</td>
<td>26/05/2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SkySat</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>4-5 days</td>
<td>15/07/2019</td>
<td>17/06/2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPOT-7 *</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1-3 days</td>
<td>10/07/2019</td>
<td>12/06/2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PlanetScope</td>
<td>Commercial **</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>10/07/2019</td>
<td>16/07/2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentinel-2</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5 days</td>
<td>09/07/2019</td>
<td>28/07/2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landsat 8</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>16 days</td>
<td>05/07/2019</td>
<td>22/05/2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Only collected on request.
** Non-commercial access through Planet’s Education and Research Program [75] or the NICFI Program [38].
Launched on 13 August 2014, WorldView-3 is the highest spatial resolution optical satellite available for civilian applications. It is equipped with a panchromatic band (450 - 800 nm) at 0.31 m spatial resolution and can also provide eight multispectral bands in the visible and near-infrared (VNIR, 400 – 1040 nm) at 1.24 m resolution and 8-band shortwave infrared (SWIR, 1195 - 2365 nm) imagery at 3.7 m resolution. The instrument swath width is of 13.1 km, allowing the acquisition of off-nadir images with an angle of up to 20 degrees, with a revisit time of 4.5 days. Two WorldView-3 images over the study area were tasked from the satellite data provider Digital Globe and acquired on 10 July 2019 and 26 May 2020. Only the panchromatic and blue, green, red and near-infrared (BGRN) bands were made available for this study. Imagery was delivered in product level LV2A, meaning that the data had been radiometrically corrected and geo-referenced to World Geodetic System (WGS) 1984 datum and the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 19S projection. For each band, digital numbers were converted into top-of-atmosphere radiance using the absolute radiometric calibration factors and effective bandwidths available in the metadata files. The images were then normalised for solar spectral irradiance by conversion to top-of-atmosphere reflectance. The calibration steps described here were performed according to the formulas and procedures provided by [76] and using the Geospatial Data Abstraction Library (GDAL, http://www.gdal.org/, version number 3.2.2) [77] implemented in Python. To enhance the spatial details of the multispectral data, the panchromatic band was fused with the multispectral bands, using a pansharpening operation and applying a cubic resampling method. The resulting product, at 0.3 m resolution, was georeferenced using the QGIS software (version 3.10) by manually identifying and matching individual trees from the Canopy Height Model (CHM) of the study area, a LiDAR-derived product with a spatial resolution of 25 cm and a geometric accuracy of 1.8 cm [35]. The pre-logging and post-logging georeferenced images were then aligned to match their extents.

The SkySat constellation, operated by Planet Lab, consists of a fleet of 21 commercial high-resolution microsatellites, equipped with optical and near-infrared imaging systems. The first satellite, SkySat-1, was launched on 21 November 2013. The SkySat constellation provide a panchromatic band (450 – 900 nm) with a resolution of 0.58 - 0.86 m and four multi-spectral bands: blue (450 – 515 nm), green (515 – 595 nm), red (605 – 695 nm), near-infrared: (740 – 900 nm) with a resolution of 0.72 - 1.0 m. The system has a swath width of ∼6.5 km at nadir and revisits times of 4 - 5 days per satellite [78]. Two SkySat imagery over the study area were tasked from Planet Labs and acquired on 15 July 2019 and 17 June 2020. The images were downloaded from the Planet Explorer platform [79] and acquired as an already orthorectified, pansharpened 4-band BGRN product at 0.81 m spatial resolution. To convert the digital numbers into top-of-atmosphere reflectance, each pixel value was multiplied by a radiometric scale factor and then corrected for solar spectral irradiance, as detailed in the technical sheet provided by Planet Labs [78]. The calibrated products were then georeferenced using the processed WorldView-3 images. As for the WorldView-3 data, the pre-logging and post-logging images were aligned to match their extents.

The SPOT (“Satellite pour l’Observation de la Terre”) series was developed within the French National Space Program and has been providing high-resolution, wide-area multispectral imagery since 1986. SPOT-7 was launched on 30 June 2014 and consists of four multispectral bands: blue (450 – 515 nm), green (530 – 590 nm), red (625 – 695 nm), and NIR (760 – 890 nm) at a spatial resolution of 6 m, and one panchromatic band (450 – 745 nm) at a spatial resolution of 1.5 m. SPOT-7 has revisits of 1 to 3 days and its imaging swath is 60 km at nadir. Two archived SPOT-7 imagery, captured on 10 July 2019 and 12 June 2020, were downloaded from the Airbus GeoStore Web Portal (http://www.intelligence-airbusds.com). Access to the imagery was possible through ESA’s Third Party Mission scheme. The images were obtained in product level Ortho and in units of surface reflectance, which means that the data had been orthorectified and radiometrically corrected from sensor calibration and systematic
atmospheric effects. The product was already pan-sharpened and it was delivered as a 4-band BGRN multispectral image at a spatial resolution of 1.5 m.

First launched in 2016, the PlanetScope CubeSat constellation is operated by Planet Labs, with more than 180 individual nano-satellites named “Doves”, which capture the entire Earth’s surface at 3 m spatial resolution on a daily basis. PlanetScope imagery contains four spectral bands, i.e. blue (455 – 515 nm), green (500 – 590 nm), red (590 – 670 nm), and NIR (780 – 860 nm). Planet offers free monthly limited PlanetScope images to the scientific research community through the Education and Research Program [75]. Two images were acquired on 10 July 2019 and 16 July 2020 as an orthorectified, Level-3B analytic surface reflectance product, which has incorporated geometric and radiometric corrections, and is atmospherically corrected by Planet Labs using the 6S radiative transfer model with ancillary data from MODIS [78,80].

The European Space Agency (ESA) Sentinel-2 mission supplies wide-swath (290 km), high-resolution, multi-spectral data, supporting land monitoring research; the imagery complements and enhances other missions, such as Landsat and SPOT. The Sentinel-2 constellation is made of two polar orbiting satellites, Sentinel-2A and Sentinel-2B, launched on 23 June 2015 and 7 March 2017, respectively. Each satellite carries onboard an optical imaging sensor MSI (Multi-Spectral Instrument) with the capabilities of recording reflected radiance in 13 spectral bands: four VNIR bands at 10 m spatial resolution, six red edge and SWIR bands at 20 m spatial resolution, and three atmospheric correction bands at 60 m spatial resolution. Each satellite has a revisit frequency of 10 days, while the combined constellation has a repetition cycle of 5 days. As a consequence, Sentinel-2 provides dense time series imagery, with data open to all. For this study, two-cloud free Sentinel-2 MSI granules acquired on 9 July 2019 and 28 July 2020 were downloaded from the Copernicus Data Hub [81] as Level-2A surface reflectance product. We used the bands available at 10 m, i.e. blue (B2: 490 nm), green (B3: 560 nm), red (B4: 665 nm) and NIR (B8: 842 nm). Sentinel-2 Level 2A products provided by ESA are generated by the Sen2Cor processor [82], already orthorectified as 100 x 100 km ortho-images in UTM/WGS84 projection and corrected for atmospheric effects.

The Landsat 8 satellite is part of the long-running Landsat joint mission of the United States Geological Survey (USGS) and NASA. It was launched on 11 February 2013 with the operational land imager (OLI) and the thermal infrared sensor (TIRS) onboard. The OLI collects measurements for nine spectral bands in the VNIR and SWIR at 30 m spatial resolution, including an infrared band for cirrus detection and a deep blue band for coastal monitoring. It also provides a single, panchromatic band at 15 m spatial resolution. The TIRS measures land surface temperature in two thermal infrared bands at 100 m spatial resolution. The system images the entire Earth’s surface with a repeat cycle of 16 days and over a 185 km swath. Two Landsat 8 tiles from 5 June 2019 and 22 May 2020 were freely downloaded from the USGS Earth Explorer web (https://glovis.usgs.gov/) as a standard Level-2 surface reflectance product with the UTM/WGS84 projection. The data delivered by USGS is corrected for atmospheric effect using the Land Surface Reflectance Code (LaSRC) [83]. Only the BGRN bands are used in this study, i.e. blue (B2: 485 nm), green (B3: 563 nm), red (B4: 655 nm) and NIR (B5: 865 nm). Given the availability of the 10 m resolution Sentinel-2 imagery, the Landsat BGRN bands were not pansharpened using the panchromatic data.

When performing multi-temporal analysis, image normalization is critical for ensuring homogeneity between two or more scenes captured under different atmospheric conditions or illumination geometries. This is achieved by altering the radiometric properties of the image series using the histogram of a reference image [84]. In this study, normalization is performed using the histogram matching function from the Python scikit-image package [85]. For each sensor, the pre-logging image was chosen as the reference image and the histogram of this reference image was matched to the post-logging image. The same histogram matching technique was also used to correct for the presence of cloud shadow over plot C2 in the post-logging WorldView-3 image.
In this case, the pixel values of the shadow-covered region are recovered by matching the histogram of the shadow region to the histogram of the non-shadow area of the same land surface class [86].

The image pre-processing pipeline is shown in Figure 3. In addition to the steps described in the diagram, PlanetScope, Sentinel-2 and Landsat 8 were resampled to a 1 m resolution using a Nearest Neighbour convolution, to allow for easy and direct comparison with the higher resolution data.

**Figure 3.** General methodology workflow used for producing biomass change estimates over the study area using field-derived $\Delta$AGB and remotely sensed data.

2.4. Simple Reflectance, NDVI and Texture Measures

After preprocessing, the resulting red and NIR bands were used for the calculation of the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI):

$$\text{NDVI} = \frac{\text{NIR} - \text{Red}}{\text{NIR} + \text{Red}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The choice of this particular index was motivated by its widespread use in land-cover change detection and monitoring of vegetation dynamics [87,88], and the fact that it can be calculated from all the six satellite dataset types without the need of sensor-specific calibration constants, making it suitable for multi-sensor comparison. All the sensors had blue, green, red and NIR bands (BGRN), so these were also tested individually, and stacked into a raster with the NDVI band for subsequent analysis.

Identifying appropriate textures involves the selection of suitable texture measures, moving window sizes, and spectral bands from which to calculate it. In terms of texture measures, we based our selection on previous research predicting biomass values from optical satellite data [45,46,48,55]. Among the different techniques, local standard deviation was chosen as a promising method for detecting canopy loss. Figure 4 shows the Sentinel-2 NDVI time series of the degraded plot C1 as compared to the same signal
from an intact area. This background plot was computed as the average of five 1-ha plots located in the study area which did not experience any logging activity, and therefore are used as a data point with zero biomass change. A time series of the degraded plot derived from the NDVI mean (Figure 4a) does not show any significant variation immediately before and after logging, compared to the background signal. On the other hand, when using a textural metric, the standard deviation of the NDVI computed in a $3 \times 3$ pixel moving window, a signal peak is observed in correspondence of the logging event, that is not seen in the background signal (Figure 4b).

![Figure 4](image.png)

**Figure 4.** Sentinel-2 NDVI time series for the degraded plot C1 and background signal before and after the logging event, indicated by the dashed red line. (a) NDVI mean and (b) NDVI texture for a $3 \times 3$ pixel moving window. The time series derived from texture shows a seasonal trend, with a peak in the dry season. An increase in standard deviation is observed in correspondence of the logging event.

Texture is a function of local variance and is directly related to the resolution and size of the dominant feature. In this study, this corresponds to the size and spacing of the tree crowns. Low variance is expected in high resolution images where the pixel size is smaller than the tree crown size, though it will rise around the edge of such crowns, effectively acting as an edge detector. As pixel size increases to a scale that is comparable to the tree crown, local variance increases too, and this should especially apply to tropical forests, rich in tree species and with heterogeneous canopy structures [46]. A small moving window amplifies the difference within the window frame, increasing image noise, but it retains a high spatial resolution. On the other hand, a large window may not extract the necessary information due to an excessive smoothing of the textural variations [55]. Considering the large spread of resolutions in our dataset (0.3 - 30 m), we tested nine different sizes of moving windows ($3 \times 3$, $5 \times 5$, $7 \times 7$, $9 \times 9$, $11 \times 11$, $15 \times 15$, $19 \times 19$, $25 \times 25$, $45 \times 45$) using a texture metrics of standard deviation to check for variations within neighbouring pixels.

In summary, the following remotely sensed measures were used for this analysis, for each optical sensor:

- Spectral reflectances of each individual band (blue, red, green, NIR);
- Texture parameters of each individual band (blue, red, green, NIR) for 9 window sizes;
- NDVI (mean and texture for 9 window sizes).
To link the field biomass change with the satellite measurements, we extract the pre-logging and post-logging metric value for each remote sensing variable for all the pixels within the field plots. The difference pre- and post-logging was then calculated for each pixel, and then the mean difference calculated over the whole plot. For the texture parameters, the difference was squared first, and then the mean squared texture value of each plot was calculated. This ensures that the positive and negative values resulting from the differences between pre-logging and post-logging textures do not cancel out when taking the plot average, with the consequent loss of useful information. This squaring can be thought of as moving the difference from standard deviation to variance space.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

The relationship between field-measured biomass change and the difference of the remotely sensed variables per plot was analysed using linear regression, with the strength of the relationships assessed using Pearson’s Correlation (r). $\Delta$AGB (in units of % ha$^{-1}$) was used as a dependent variable and the computed remote sensing parameters were used as independent variables. The coefficient of determination ($R^2$), the p-value and the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) were used to evaluate the regression model performance.

3. Results

A visual, multi-scale representation of some of the remotely sensed variables used in this analysis is illustrated in Figure 5, with the RGB images showing plot C1 before and after logging (Figure 5a). Figure 5b and Figure 5c show the difference in NDVI and in the texture of the NIR band before and after logging for the same plot.

**Figure 5.** (a) Visual comparison of RGB imagery before and after logging at increasingly coarser resolutions for the plot C1. The post-logging images show the position of the harvested trees as red crosses and the direction of the felling as white dashed lines. (b) Difference in NDVI ($\Delta$NDVI) and (c) in NIR texture ($\Delta$σNIR) for the same plot. The window sizes used for each sensor correspond to those resulting from the best fit models (Table S4).
3.1. Relationships between Spectral Reflectances/NDVI and Biomass Change

Linear regression models were calculated using biomass change as the dependent variable and all other parameters as the independent variables. For the spectral parameters, the best-fitting models are shown in Figure 6, with difference in simple NIR reflectance illustrated in Figure 6a and difference in NDVI shown in Figure 6b. All models show poor performance, with the exception of SkySat ∆NDVI, with $R^2 = 0.72$ and RMSE of 5.52 ∆AGB (in units of % ha$^{-1}$). A full list of the models and corresponding statistics for the difference in spectral reflectance and biomass change, as well as ∆NDVI and biomass change, is available in Table S3.

![Figure 6. Multi-sensor comparison of regression models for (a) biomass loss and ∆NIR and (b) biomass loss and ∆NDVI.](image)

3.2. Relationships between Texture and Biomass Change

Table S4 provides the complete list of all the generated models relating biomass change to the difference in textural parameters. The best-fitting model among all sensors is observed for PlanetScope, obtained from the texture parameter of the NIR band and for a window size of 3×3 pixels ($R^2 = 0.97$). The lowest performance for texture measurement is observed in SkySat, with the best performing model obtained by the texture of the NDVI and using a window size of 7×7 pixels ($R^2 = 0.50$). To illustrate how spectral and textural-based models compare, Figure 7 shows the best-fitting models for texture differences obtained from the NIR band (Figure 7a) and NDVI (Figure 7b).

3.3. Model Performance

A notable improvement in the ability to map degradation when using texture over direct changes in spectral data or NDVI is observed for all optical sensors except SkySat (Figure 7a, Figure 6a and Figure 6b), in particular when using texture obtained from the NIR band. This pattern of improvement is illustrated in Figure 8, which compares the RMSE of three models to evaluate their performance for biomass change estimation. The best performing model is obtained from texture of PlanetScope imagery, with RMSE = 1.80 % ha$^{-1}$. It is followed by SPOT-7 and Sentinel-2, which have one step higher and lower resolution respectively, both showing a significant improvement in model performance when textural NIR is used (RMSE = 5.25 % ha$^{-1}$ and RMSE = 5.55 % ha$^{-1}$, respectively). Biomass loss estimation with WorldView-3 is also improved when using the textural parameter (RMSE = 6.35 % ha$^{-1}$, as compared to RMSE = 8.66 % ha$^{-1}$ of a model based on ∆NDVI). A small improvement is also observed in Landsat 8, but the error is still too large for justifying the use of Landsat data for small-scale degradation detection. On the other hand, SkySat appears to be the only sensor that performs better when using simple NDVI difference (RMSE = 5.53 % ha$^{-1}$, as compared to RMSE = 7.30 % ha$^{-1}$ for texture-derived NDVI). Given the small sample size and the number of tested sensors, the performance of SkySat is expected to improve as additional data becomes available.
Figure 7. Multi-sensor comparison of the highest performing regression models for predicting biomass loss obtained from the difference in texture of (a) NIR and of (b) NDVI. The window sizes used in generating the models are reported above each subplot.

correlations, the strong relationship between SkySat \( \Delta \text{NDVI} \) and biomass change could be coincidental; however, as far as the NIR-derived texture results are concerned, the pattern observed among neighbouring satellites is in favour of the research hypothesis (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Evaluation of model performance for biomass loss estimation. The graph compares the RMSE of three models estimating biomass loss from the difference in simple NIR (\( \Delta \text{NIR} \)), difference in NDVI (\( \Delta \text{NDVI} \)) and difference in texture obtained from the NIR band (\( \Delta \sigma \text{NIR} \)).

3.4. Biomass Change Maps

Biomass change maps were produced from PlanetScope, SPOT-7 and Sentinel-2 texture change data, as those were the optical sensors yielding the highest model performance (Figure 8). Figure 9 compares the three biomass change maps of the study area constructed from the best fitting models, where the textural parameter was calculated from the NIR band on a window of 9 x 9 pixels for SPOT-7 (Fig. 9a), and 3 x 3 pixels for PlanetScope (Figure 9b) and Sentinel-2 (Figure 9c) and with a 1-ha resolution. Figure 9 indicates that the PlanetScope biomass change map has the least background noise. Areas of higher degradation, observed in proximity of the village and the river, are in agreement with the observations from the RGB imagery from 2019 and 2020 and correspond to areas of agricultural expansion into the forest concession (Figure 10).
Figure 9. Maps of biomass change (2019-2020) over the study region derived from the texture of the NIR band for (a) SPOT-7, (b) PlanetScope and (c) Sentinel-2 data for a 1-ha resolution.

4. Discussion

In this study we tested the ability of different high-medium resolution optical satellite datasets to detect experimentally-controlled degradation in a tropical forest in Peru. We found that sensors in the 1.5 - 10 m range showed a strong ability to detect forest degradation, particularly when analysed using a novel texture-change metric we developed using a window size approximating $10 \times 10$ m. The best overall method was found for the 3 m resolution PlanetScope imagery using a texture parameter obtained from the NIR band and a window size of $3 \times 3$ pixels. Texture-based models developed from the NIR band of SPOT-7 and Sentinel-2 data also showed good performance (Figure 8). A slightly weaker relationship was observed for WorldView-3, with the best
model performance achieved when using a texture measure derived from the NIR band and a 45×45 pixel window. Overall, this approach shows great potential to transform mapping of forest degradation, though how well it transfers to other areas or types and magnitudes of forest disturbance remains to be seen.

4.1. Biomass Change Predictions from Texture Analysis

Previous research has concluded that texture analysis improves AGB estimation performance, compared to the use of spectral parameters or vegetation indices [46,48, 55]. This study confirms that texture parameters correlate more strongly with AGB change, for five out of six sensors analysed. SkySat was the only sensor where the strongest correlation was observed for the difference in NDVI values, though it should be noted that its performance was quite poor compared to other sensors even using NDVI difference. In general, vegetation indices can improve AGB estimates, as the use of band ratios partially reduce the effects of atmospheric conditions and shadows, especially in regions of heterogeneous forest [55]. However, vegetation indices often saturate in high biomass and multi-storied forest canopies [42,43]. While NDVI is computed at the pixel scale, texture is calculated from a neighbourhood of pixels that can be adjusted in size to optimise the potential of texture to measure local variability. Therefore, texture can be an effective measure to detect variations in canopy edges caused by forest fragmentation, especially in the case of close canopy forests. One important step is to identify suitable texture metrics, which requires prior knowledge on the combination of moving window sizes, image bands and texture measures that strongly correlate with changes in forest biomass. In this study, a measure of variance, derived from squaring and then differencing per-pixel standard deviation, was chosen as the texture measure to compute the variability in reflectance among neighbouring pixels, to identify potential areas of abrupt change. We found that the best performing texture-based models were derived from the NIR band (Figure 7a). This is due to the higher penetration depth of this band compared to visible light [42]. As for the moving window size, this depends on the spatial resolution and extent of the observed object. A window that is too small may detect changes in pixel values that are irrelevant for forest change, whereas a window that is too large may make the relevant textural variation invisible [55]. For purposes of detecting forest degradation, the optimal window size...
was selected as the window size that produced the best fitting model. It is important to note that the number of pixels in each window depend on the resolution of the dataset. For PlanetScope, the best result was obtained using a 3×3 pixel window, corresponding to a physical square window of 9×9 m. For SPOT-7, we found that the best window (9×9 pixels) corresponded to a square of 13.5×13.5 m in size. A very similar result was found for WorldView-3, where a 45×45 pixel window corresponds to a window size of 14×14 m. In the case of Sentinel-2, the 10 m pixel resolution puts a lower limit on the minimum size of the moving window. Nevertheless, it is the minimum value (3×3 pixels, corresponding to a square of 30×30 m) that achieves the highest agreement with the biomass data. These findings indicate that there is an optimum window size for detecting small-scale biomass variations. It is worth noting that for PlanetScope the best value is obtained by the smallest window available. However, if we increase the window to the next available size (5×5 pixels, corresponding to 15×15 m), the correlation is slightly weaker (R = 3.44), and it gradually worsens as we select larger window sizes. In general, the correlation between biomass change and the remote sensing observation weakens when the size of the window increases or decreases away from this optimum value, and this is true for all the sensors analysed here (Figure S1). This suggests that the measurement of local variance in forest structures is enabled when crown sizes are similar to the window resolution [46].

4.2. Biomass Change Map Products

In recent years, high resolution satellite optical data has become more abundant and available, freeing the possibility for forest monitoring to become a more democratic tool, accessed by a wider public. However, uncertainties in the remotely sensed data, especially in image preprocessing and at different levels of the processing chain, AGB calculations based on allometric models, the discrepancy between satellite acquisition date and field inventory date, can affect the accuracy of the remote sensing observations and hence the transferability of the model [55]. As a result, individual satellite-based biomass maps over tropical areas normally have large pixel-level uncertainties [60,89]. Differencing such maps to produce a biomass change product means that substantial spatial errors would be indistinguishable from the physical changes in forest cover. This is the reason why differencing such maps is not recommendable, and there are currently no trusted biomass change maps over the tropics.

In this study we used field measurements of biomass change where the entity and the timescale of the disturbance events is well known, in order to reduce the uncertainty caused by the temporal mismatch between satellite and field data collection. We used change data to directly calibrate our model, deriving a map of biomass change without the need of differencing two static maps. As a result, the biomass change maps developed here are capable of producing direct estimates of forest loss, overcoming the inherent noise caused by error propagation (Figure 9). A visual comparison of the RGB imagery from the two study years 2019 and 2020 has identified areas of forest loss near the village, due to agricultural expansion (Figure 10). These areas correspond to the pixels in the PlanetScope map showing the highest amount of forest loss (> 40 % ha⁻¹). Among the three maps constructed from the best performing sensors, PlanetScope yields the highest predictive power, albeit it is not sensitive enough for detecting losses at the lower end of the degradation scale (< 20 % ha⁻¹) (Figure 9b). On the other hand, the model performs well at predicting higher levels of biomass change (red pixels in Figure 10), showing that the metrics continues to rise rather than reaching a saturation point at ∆AGB = 100 % ha⁻¹. Unfortunately, the difficulty in collecting sufficient ground reference data, spanning a wider range of degradation values (currently limited to 5 - 30 % ha⁻¹), restricts the sample size used in this study and increases model uncertainty. Furthermore, while validation is an important part of AGB estimation analyses, the lack of further ground reference data makes independent validation impossible at this stage of the research. The acquisition and successive integration of the post-logging
LiDAR data will improve the prediction and accuracy of our models. We hope that the information presented here on the best combination of optical satellite and textural parameter can be used as a template for future work on biomass change estimation.

5. Conclusions

The objective of this study was to link experimental data of biomass change to optical remote sensing observations from six different sensors, spanning resolutions in the range of 0.3 - 30 m. Models based on spectral and textural information were developed from all the six datasets in order to find the best combination of sensor and remote sensing variable for predicting biomass change in dense tropical forests. Contrary to previous studies, biomass change was not estimated by subtracting two static AGB maps. Field inventory data collected before and after selective logging allowed for building models where biomass change was directly related to the change in the remote sensing variable. From this analysis we draw the following conclusions:

- Biomass change models built on image texture are more strongly correlated to ∆AGB than those built on pure spectral signatures. This is true for five out of the six sensors analysed here. SkySat was the only case where the strongest correlation with ∆AGB was observed when using a vegetation index;
- A comparative study showed that the best performing model was obtained for PlanetScope data, achieving a $R^2$ of 0.97 and RMSE of 1.80 ∆AGB % ha$^{-1}$. This model consists of a texture obtained from the NIR band in a $3 \times 3$ pixel window. In general, high correlations were observed for four out of six sensors when using the texture of the NIR band;
- The strongest relationships between field biomass change and satellite data were observed for those sensors having spatial resolutions in the middle of the 0.30 - 30 m range (3 m resolution for PlanetScope, 1.5 m for SPOT-7 and 10 m for Sentinel-2). Weaker relationships were observed for the very high resolution sensors (< 1.5 m). Insignificant results were found for Landsat data at 30 m spatial resolution. This suggests that local measurements of canopy variation are possible when the data is neither too detailed (which increases the noise content) or coarse (which smooths the information content);
- We found that there is an optimal window size for detecting forest degradation when extracting textural information. This size slightly varies across the sensors; in this study, the optimal range was found between 9 - 14 m in length for a square window, suggesting that local variation in forest canopies is best measured when the window size is of comparable scale to the tree crown diameter.

Future research in the FODEX project will expand this analysis and attempt at reducing the noise content of the biomass maps by fusing multispectral optical information with the remote sensing radar measurements acquired over the study area. Local LiDAR data will also provide a larger sample size, improving the accuracy of the model. The robustness of the developed models will be tested by transferring the biomass change estimates to other regions with varying vegetation and disturbance events.
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